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The Most Exciting Bali Tour in Secret Waterfall of 
North Bali

Besides Temple Tour, God Island is also awesome for getting an experience of Bali Waterfall Jumping Tour. 
There are many choice waterfall jumping points to jump off the ledge and feel the pounding of your adrenaline.

Aling-aling Waterfall

In this page, we will talk regarding one of the best spot of waterfall jumping, Aling-Aling Waterfall. This spot 
is at Sambangan Village, Sukasada District, Buleleng Regency. Maybe you will require the time about 2.5 
hours from Denpasar City. Hence, it’s recommended to use transport service to reach.

Aling-aling has 2 waterfall, where each points are side by side. Every sides has a different water volume, the 
right side is bigger water volume than the left side. But the both offer freshness and coolness equally.

Its charming looks clearly through wall cliffs that overgrown green plants around water flow. In addition, some 
tropical tree also exist to make its cool and fresh atmosphe
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Aling Aling Waterfall Jump

Cliff Jumping

Jumping off is the reason of many people visit, you can have a few jump off 10 meter ledge. It’s truly fun and 
thrilling when you start to fall into natural pool. Your feet will touch the sand in bottom of pool. In addition, you 
can also try few slides in there.

Although, it’s exciting! Make sure you always remember to prioritized safety by hiring a guide to accompany 
you.



Bali Sunrise and Trekking Tours

Capturing for Memorable Memories

Meanwhile, have fun activities. Don’t to forget to capture all lovely moments by taking many pictures. The 
fabulous scenery of its green nature really spoil the eyes view. However, you should bring waterproof camera
so that can also capture while enjoying water activities.

How? Are you interested to get all these? You visit wohoota.com to have much fun in Waterfall North Bali 
Jumping Tour.
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